NAPCO 2016 Conference

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

12Noon to 6:00 PM  Registration and Conference Information  North Foyer
5:30 to 7:00 PM  Reception  East Foyer
(heavy hors d'oeuvres; cash bar)  East Foyer
Attire is business casual
6:00 to 6:30 PM  Welcome and Opening Remarks  East Foyer
9:00 to 11:00 PM  Networking Suite  Erie/Superior

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

7:30 to 8:30 AM  Continental Breakfast  East Foyer
8:30 AM  TRIAL COURT LEADERSHIP ACADEMY  Salons EFGH
Working Buffet Lunch and Team Building Exercises  East Foyer
3:30 to 6:00 PM  EXHIBIT SHOW  East Foyer
4:30 to 6:00 PM  WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION  East Foyer
6:00 PM  Lolly Trollies leave Marriott Hotel  Hotel Lobby
   • Murray Hill Little Italy Neighborhood
   • Tremont Historic Victorian Neighborhood
8:30 PM  Lolly Trollies Pick-up and return Guests to Marriott Hotel
   • Murray Hill Little Italy Neighborhood
   • Tremont Historic Victorian Neighborhood
8:30 to 11:00 PM  Networking Suite  Erie/Superior

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

7:30 to 8:30 AM  Hosted Continental Breakfast and Facilitated, Shared Interest Groups
   • Self-Represented Litigants  Salon D
   • Evidence-Based Sentencing  Salons ABC
   • Role, Duties, and Power of PJ’s  Erie/Superior
Caseflow Analysis & Improvements Huron
8:30 to 8:45 AM  ERNEST C. FRIESEN AWARD Salons EFGH
8:45 to 9:30 AM  Courage: a Necessary Skill in Court Leadership Salons EFGH
9:00 AM to 2:00 PM  EXHIBIT SHOW East Foyer
CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS: 9:45 to 10:45 AM
• Ethics & Responsibility Salon D
• Civil Justice Reforms in Trial Courts Salons EFGH
• Pretrial Programs I Salons ABC

CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS: 11:00 to 12Noon
• E-Filing Salons ABC
• Crisis Management in Trial Courts Salons EFGH
• Rethinking Fines, Fees & Court Costs Salon D
COURT VENDOR EXHIBIT & HOSTED BUFFET LUNCH East Foyer
12Noon to 1:45 PM
CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS: 2:00 to 3:00 PM
• Negative Public Attitudes about Trial Courts Salons ABC
• Pretrial Programs II Salons EFGH
• Emerging Court Technologies to Save Time and Money Salon D
PLENARY PRESENTATION
3:30 to 4:30 PM  Socratic Panel: Judges Leading Judges Salons EFGH
Dealing Effectively as a Judge-Leader with Troublesome Issues from Colleagues
4:45 PM  Lolly Trollies leave for Rock & Roll HOF Hotel Lobby
5:00 to 6:30 PM  Special Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Tour
6:45 PM  Buffet at Cleveland Browns’ Draft Room Cleveland Browns Stadium
Lolly Trollies leave Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and transport participants and guests
9:00 to 10:30 PM  Networking Suite Erie/Superior

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

7:30 AM to 8:30 AM  Breakfast on Your Own
8:30 AM to 9:30 AM
• Pandemic Planning Salons ABC
• High Profile Trials Salons EFGH
9:45 to 10:45
• Smart Ways to Deal with Body-Worn Cameras Salons EFGH
• The Science behind Workplace Motivation Salons ABC
11:00 AM to 12:30 PM  NAPCO ANNUAL MEETING Salons ABC